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Abstract 
This resource packet will help educate other preservice teachers about the 

importance of mukicultural education. The first part of the resource packet is a rationale 
that defines multicultural education and provides guidelines for how it can be 
appropriately promoted within the classroom environment. Resources were used to help 
clarifY ideas about multicultural education and provide guidelines accepted by the body of 
the researched sources that can help develop a successful multicultural curriculum. 

The second part of the resource packet contains sample lesson plans that adhere to 
appropriate multicultural objectives. The lesson plans are targeting kindergarten and first 
graders. The lesson plans will provide sample ideas for making multicultural activities that 
are relevant and meaningful for the children. The lesson plans will provide teachers with 
some ways to handle issues that may arise in their classroom. A list of multicultural books 
for primary children is also included in the packet. 
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Everyone in the United States will be faced with situations that require skills and 

sensitivities that could be developed through multicultural education. It is important that 

this education should begin during the early years of children's lives (Tiedt & Tiedt, 

1999). It is also important that preservice and inservice teachers are educated about 

multicultural education in order to promote the implementation of multicultural teaching 

within their classrooms. One of the main efforts by teachers is to prepare students for life 

in the real world (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999). "Education holds the promise of teaching us how 

to co-exist peaceably in this giant multi culture. Teachers have a significant role to play in 

guiding children in all levels to recognize and respect diversity as they interact with other 

people in and out of school" (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999, p. I). 

Research has shown that children begin to recognize differences and separate the 

differences into categories very early (Derman-Sparks & ABC Task Force, 1989). This 

type of behavior is what begins to influence stereotyping, biases, and attitudes towards 

others (Derman-Sparks et al, 1989). It is vital that teachers actively intervene in this type 

of behavior in order to encourage the children to develop positive attitudes towards 

people that are different from them. In order for teachers to effectively redirect the 

attitudes these children may develop towards other people, the teachers must address the 

misconceptions, discomforts, and unfair behaviors that the children exhibit 

(Derman-Sparks et aI, 1989). 

Children should be exposed to an anti-bias curriculum and environment 

(Derman-Sparks et aI, 1989). Children should be exposed to diverse materials that reflect 

diverse people. These diverse people to which the children are exposed may include 

people from various cultures, races, religions, and disabilities (Derman-Sparks et al, 

1989). These exposures can be done through books and pictures. These exposures can 

broaden the students' minds and guide them to avoid looking at differences negatively. 

Children should be encouraged to celebrate their differences (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999). Since 

everybody is different in one way or another, children need to be taught and encouraged to 
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be proud of their own unique qualities. Teachers should avoid using materials that 

stereotype genders, races, cultures, ethnic groups, and disabled people in their classrooms 

(Derman-Sparks et al, 1989). 

Children learn better when activities are relevant to their own lives 

(Derman-Sparks et ai, 1989). Teachers should develop a multicultural curriculum that 

relates to individual children and their families. The curriculum should also be flexible so 

that teachers can spontaneously address issues that become prevalent within the 

classroom. Teachers should "have cultural diversity permeate the daily life of the 

classroom, through frequent, concrete, hands-on experiences related to young children's 

interests" (Derman-Sparks & et ai, 1989, p.58). 

"Multicultural education is justified on the following ground: Moraliry--equityof 

all human being; Demography--needs of a diverse student body; Civics--an educated 

citizenry required by a democracy; Enhancement--multiple cultural viewpoints that enrich 

knowledge; and Politics--empowerment for all students" (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999, p. 18). 

Multicultural education is essential for broadening students' minds in order for them to 

become well-rounded people. Through multicultural education, students learn about 

themselves and develop an understanding and appreciation of others that live in our 

country and around the world. Multicultural views and attitudes must be learned over 

time; therefore, activities should be integrated across the curriculum (Tiedt & Tiedt, 

1999). The children will be exposed to multicultural issues in various ways that will 

ensure that they have frequent exposure. "Both multicultural content and equitable 

teachingllearning processes can be included in lesson plans for any subject at any level" 

(Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999, p. 55). 

References: 
Derman-Sparks, L. & the ABC Task Force. (1989). Anti-Bias Curriculum· Tools 

for Empowering Young Children Washington D. c.: NAEYC. 

Tiedt, P L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multicultural Teaching· A Handbook of 
Activities, Information, and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Study of Names 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: This lesson integrates a multicultural activity with a math activity. The students 
are learning about the differences among their names while they are practicing their math 
skills. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
I. write his or her name on a sentence strip. 
2. count the number ofletters in his or her name. 
3. compare and contrast the number ofletters in the different names. 
4. recognize the differences and similarities among the names. 

Materials: sentence strips that have an inch and a half designated for the width of each 
letter to foster uniformity in the size of letters, pencils, paper squares, tape or magnets or 
sticky tack 

Procedure: 
I. Each student will be given a piece of sentence strip. 
2. Each student will write his or her name on the sentence strip. 
3. Each student will count the number ofletters in his or her name and write the 

number on the sentence strip. 
4. The teacher will draw a graph on the chalkboard. The bottom row will be 

labeled "number of letters in first name." The side row will be labeled 
"number of students. M 

5. The teacher will ask the students who had a particular number ofletters in his 
or her name. The teacher will callout each number until all the students have 
shared their data. 

6. The teacher will write the number of students names there were for each 
number ofletters. 

7. The teacher will place squares on the graph to represent each student. 
8. The students will help the teacher count. 
9. The teacher will ask questions about the graph. What number of letters did we 

notice the most? How many letters are in the shortest name(s)? How many 
letters are in the longest name(s)? 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multicultural Teaching· A Handbook of Activitjes 

infonnatjon and Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Biased Toys 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: Children are often taught gender stereotypes through toys. This activity will 
provide an awareness of stereotypes for the children and begin to weaken their beliefs 
about gender stereotypes. 

Objectives: The students will be able to: 
1. choose toys that are for boys. 
2. choose toys that are for girls. 
3. provide reasons why they chose each toy. 
4. develop an understanding of how stereotyping is not always true. 

Materials: classroom toys 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will divide the class into two or three large groups. Each group 

will be asked to find "boy" toys and "girl" toys. 
2. Each group will explain why they chose each toy. Some expected amwers: 

boys usually play with it, girls usually play with it, boys like cars, girls like 
dolls 

3. The teacher will ask the girls if they ever like to play with "boy" toys. (Note: 
If the girls amwer no, the teacher should ask more questions about the issue. 
Have you ever seen a girl play with a "boy" toy? Do you think that there are 
any "boy" toys that a girl might want to play with?) 

4. The teacher will ask the boys if they ever like to play with "girl" toys. (Note: 
If the boys answer no, the teacher should ask more questions about the issue. 
Have you ever seen a boy play with a "girl" toy? Do you think that there are 
any "girl" toys that a girl might want to play with?) 

5. The teacher will ask if there are toys with which both the girls and boys play. 
(Note: If the children answer no, the teacher should a5* if boys and girls ever 
play together. If the children answer yes, the teacher should ask what toys 
with which both boys and girls play together.) 

6. The teacher will ask what happens if a boy plays with a "girl" toy. How do the 
other children react? 

7. The teacher will ask what happens if a girl plays with a "boy" toy. How do the 
other children react? 

8. The teacher will ask what makes playing with the toys "okay" for boys and 
girls. 

9. The teacher will ask if there are any toys with which both boys and girls can 
play. Hopefully after the discussion, the answer will be no. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, 1. M. (1999). Multicultural Teacbjn~· A Handbook of Actiyities 

Information and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



Family Tree 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: The children will learn that there are different types offamilies. The children 
will be introduced to different family structures. 

Objective: Each student will be able to: 
1. place his or her family members on a family tree. 
2. recognize difference among family structures. 

Materials: picture of a tree, crayons, pencils, tape or sticky tack 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will ask the students what they think makes a family a family. 

Some expected amwers: a mom and a dad, love, live together 
2. The teacher will ask the students to write each family member's name on the 

tree to make a family tree. If a child prefers, he or she may draw each family 
member on the tree. 

3. After the children are finished making their family trees, the teacher will hang 
each picture on the wall. The teacher will ask the children to compare the 
family trees. Are all the family trees the same? What is different? Are any of 

- the family trees the same? What is the same? 

-

4. The teacher will discuss the family structures that were represented in the 
pictures . 

. -5. T.heteacher wiIladdr.ess any biasesand.explain that there are many different 
structures. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multicultural Teaching· A Handlmk of Activities 

Information and Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Same on the Inside 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: This lesson will help address racial biases. The lesson will help children 
understand that just because people may look different or have a different color of skin 
they are not a negative person. 

Objectives: The students will be able to: 
I. describe the outside of each egg. 
2. describe the inside of each egg. 
3. recognize that people are different on the outside but the same on the inside. 

Materials: one brown egg, one white egg, 2 bowls, paper towel 

Procedure: 
I. The teacher will hold up a white egg and ask the class to describe what the egg 

looks like. The teacher will record the answers on the chalkboard. 
2. The teacher will hold up a brown egg and ask the class to describe what the egg 

looks like. The teacher will record the answers on the chalkboard. 
3. The teacher will ask the class what is the same about the two eggs. 
4. The teacher will ask the class what is different about the two eggs. 
5. The teacher will crack one of the eggs in one bowl and ask the class to describe 

the egg. (Note: Be careful when breaking the egg, so the yolk does not break. 
If one yolk breaks, the two yolks will not be the same.) 

6. The teacher will crack the other egg in the second bowl. The teacher will have 
the class examine the egg and describe it. 

7. The teacher will put both eggs in one bowl and ask the class if they can tell 
which egg had the brown shell and which egg had the white shell. (Note: Be 
careful not to break the yolk when transferring one yolk into the other bowl. 
The yolk should not be broken in order to keep the yolks looking the same.) 

8. The teacher will tell the students that people can be like the eggs. People that 
look different on the outside are the same on the inside. 

Adapted from: 
http://atozteacherstuff.comllessons/Samelnside.shtml 



I See Someone 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: Each student will be made to feel special and be proud of his or her unique 
traits. The students will learn to appreciate other's differences. The students will also 
learn about each other and get to know one another better. 

Objective: The students will be able to: 
1. identify the student that is being described. 
2. provide unique traits of their classmates to identify them to their classmates. 
3. develop an awareness of other's differences. 

Materials: no materials needed 

Procedure: 
1. The students will gather in a circle on the carpet. 
2. The teacher will start by describing a student. Example: I see someone. This 

someone is a boy. He has brown hair. His eyes are brown. He likes to play 
with Kevin. He has a little sister. He has a smile that is wonderful. He is 
wearing a brown shirt with yellow stripes. 

3 . When the students guess the correct child, the teacher will begin to describe 
another student. The teacher will continue this activity until all the students 
have been described. 

4. The students will play this game again. This time the students will describe 
each other. 

5. The teacher will start by describing a student. When the students guess the 
correct student, the student that was described will get to describe another 
student. 

6. The students will continue the game until all the students have been described. 
7. The teacher will ask the students how they felt when they were chosen by 

the other students to describe them. Some expected answers: good, special, 
happy, proud 

8. The teacher will ask the students if they learned anything new about their 
classmates. An examples of an answer: Johnny has a sister. Sara has a dog. 
Brad has curly hair like his dad's hair. William has the same name as his 
dad. 

9. The teacher will ask the children if there is anything special about themselves 
that they would like to share that was not mentioned in the game. (Note: The 
children will be able to use this infonnation when this game is played in the 
future.) 

Adapted from: 
Hubard, J., McGowan, C., & Ousley, J. S. (1984). The World and Its Pwple' My World and 

Me.. New Jersey: Silver Burdett Company. 
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Thumbprints 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: This activity will help the students discover that they are all uniquely different 
from one another in ways that are not easily observable. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
I. make a thumbprint. 
2. compare thumbprints to others using a magnifYing glass. 
3. understand that they all have unique traits. 

Materials: washable stamp pad, white paper, magnitying glasses 

Procedure: 

Source: 

I. The teacher will help each child press his or her thumb on the washable stamp 
pad. 

2. The teacher will make sure that each child carefully presses his or her 
thumb on the piece of paper. (Note: Make sure the children do not smudge 
the thumbprint, so they can examine them.) 

3 . The students will write their name on their paper. 
4. The students will look at their own print with a magnifYing glass. Then the 

students will examine other students' prints. 
5. The teacher will ask the students what they notice about the different 

thumbprints. Are any exactly alike? What is different about some of the 
thumbprints? What was similar about some of the thumbprints? How can you 
tell which one is yours? 

Ruban!. J., McGowan, c., & Ousley, J. S. (1984). The World and Its People' My World and 
Me.. New Jersey: Silver Burdett Company. 
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Native Americans 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Purpose: The children will address stereotypes that they have learned. The children will 
learn about Native Americans. 

Objectives: The children will be able to: 
1. state information about Native Americans. 
2. become aware of stereotypes about Native Americans. 
3. state facts about Native Americans. 

Materials: stereotypical pictures of Native Americans, realistic pictures of Native 
Americans, pictures of people from other cultures from the past 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will ask the students what they know about Native Americans. 

(Note: The students may be more familiar with the term "Indians." The 
teacher should explain that many Native American people prefer to be called 
by this instead of "Indian." Native American means that they lived in this 
country first.) 
Expected answers: They ride horses. They live in teepees. They have long 
hair. They hunt. They use bow and arrows. They wear feathers in their hair. 

2. The teacher will show the class some stereotypical pictures of Native 
Americans. The teacher will ask the children if the pictures represent what they 
think is a Native American. Expected answer: "Yes." The children may 
answer "no." They will show that they do not believe the stereotypes. 

3. The teacher will show the children pictures of Native Americans that do not 
represent stereotypes. The teacher will ask the students questions about the 
pictures. Are these people Native Americans? Why do you think so? Why do 
you not think so? How would you describe the person in the picture? Does 
this description fit your original description of a Native American? 

4. The teacher will ask the students to state information that they now believe 
about Native Americans. 

5. The teacher will show pictures of people from other cultures from history. The 
teacher will point out that the people in the pictures are different than people 
today from the same culture. The teacher will discuss the changes. (Example: 
Moms no longer wear long skirts or dresses everyday nor do dads were top 
hats.) (Note: This will help the children understand how the stereotypes of 
people in the past are not necessarily true today.) 

Adapted from: 
Derman-Sparks, L. & the ABC Task Force. (1989). Anti-Bias Curriculum· Tools for 

Empowerine Youne Children. Washington D. c.: NAEYC. 
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Family Maps 

Grade Level: KindergartenlFirst 

Purpose: The students will think about what makes a family. They will sharethe people 
that they considef their family. They willieam about the other students' families. They 
willieam about different family structures. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
I. gather pictures or draw pictures of his or her family members. 
2. discover the different types of family structures that the children have within the 

classroom. 

Materials: construction paper, white paper, pictures Of drawings offamily members, 
pencils, stapler 

Procedure: 

Source: 

I. The teacher will ask the students what makes a family a family. Expected 
answers: mom and dad, brother and sister, grandparents, dog, cat 

2. The teacher will ask the children to bring pictures to school of everyone they 
consider to be their family. If pictures are not available, the children can draw 
pictures of their family members. (Note: The teacher should send a letter 
home to the parents or guardians, so they can help the children gather 
pictures.) 

3. The children will write a sentence or two about each family member. If a child 
is unable to write the sentences, the child may dictate what he or she wants to 
say to the teacher. 

4. The teacher will hang up the pictures on a bulletin board with the sentences 
near them. The bulletin board will be sectioned fur each child's family. 

5. The teacher will allow children that want to share about their families to talk 
about the pictures and the sentences they wrote about their families. 

6. The teacher will ask the students questions about the display. What differences 
do you notice among the families? What similarities do you notice? 

Derman-Sparks, L. & the ABC Task Force. (1989). Anti-Bias Curriculum' Tools for 
Empowerinl: YmIDI: Children. Washington D. C.: NAEYC . 
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Classroom Quilt 

Grade Level: KindergartenlFirst 

Purpose: The children will be able to share something about themselves through making 
a classroom quilt. The children will be concretely celebrating their differences by putting 
them on display on the quilt. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
1. draw a picture that represents him or her. 
2. attach his or her drawing to the other drawings to help form a quilt. 
3. understand that each child is unique, but they all have a unitying characteristic. 

Materials: paper, pencils, crayons, tape, strips of paper for the border 

Procedure: 
1. Each child will be giyen-a blank: piece of paper. 
2. The teacher will ask the children to draw a picture that represents something 

special about themselves. The teacher will provide the children with some 
ideas to start them off birthday party, holiday, 5ports, musical instrument, 
special trip, meeting a person, family picture 

3. The children will each draw a picture. 
4. The children will decide on a design to make a title square for the quilt. 
S. The teacher will make the title square. 
6. The children will vote to decide which color to use for the border of the quilt. 
7. The teacher will help each child tape his or her picture to the rest of the 

drawings. 
8. The teacher will finish the quilt by adding the colored border on the quilt. 
9. The teacher will hang the finished quilt on the wall. 

10. The teacher will ask each child to tell about his or her picture. 
11. The teacher will tell the class that each picture is unique and special. 
12. The teacher will explain that the quilt would not be complete without each 

child's drawing. The teacher will explain that each student is important to the 
class just like each drawing is important to the quilt. The quilt would not be 
the same if one of the drawings were missing and the class would not be the 
same if one of the children were missing. 

Adapted from: 
http://www.eduplace.comlrdglgen_act/sharinglquilt.html 
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Family Crest 

Grade Level: KindergartenlFirst 

Purpose: The children will express the uniqueness of their family through making a 
family crest. They will be sharing their family histories. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
1. divide the crest into sections. 
2. draw a picture that represents his or her family in each section. 
3. recognize that the child's family is unique. 

Materials: paper, pencils, crayons, scissors, example of a shield 

Procedure: 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The teacher will display an example of a shield for a family crest so that all the 
children can see it. 
The teacher will ask the children to draw a picture of a shield. 
Each child will divide his or her shield into sections by drawing lines 
through it. 
Each child will draw pictures that represent his or her family. The teacher will 
provide the students with ideas that they can use for their shield. family 
portrait,family pet(s),jamily vacations,jamily activities, occupation oj 
parent(s), where they are from 
Allow the students that want to share their crests with the rest of the class 
explain their drawings. 
The teacher will display the shields in the classroom with the permission of each 
artist. 

Adapted from: 
http://www.edupiace.com/rdglgen_act/famiiy/Ccrest.hlmi 
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"Me" Collage 

Grade Level: KindergartenlFirst 

Purpose: The students will think about who they are as individuals. They will express 
themselves through the collages. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
1. collect pictures for the collage. 
2. glue the pictures to the paper to make the collage. 
3. represent characteristics about himself or herself through pictures in his or her 

collage. 

Materials: magazines, newspapers, catalogs, blank paper, scissors, glue 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will tell the students that they are going to make a collage. The 

teacher will explain collages to the students. When you make a collage, you 
put together many different pictures or other material. These items often 
overlap and they fill an area on a paper. 

2. The teacher will have a variety of magazines, newspapers, and catalogs. The 
children will look through the catalog for pictures of things that they like or 
that tell something about their lives. Example: hobbies,food, sports, people, 
pets 

3. The children will cut out the pictures and glue them to a piece of paper. 
4. After the children are finished, the teacher will ask each child to tell about two 

pictures on his or her collage if the child desires to do so. 
5. The teacher will hang the collages on the wall so all the children can see each 

collage with the permission of each artist. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multicultural Ieacbimr A Handbook of Activities 

Information and ResQurces (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Language Labels 

Grade Level: KindergartenlFirst 

Purpose: When an English as a second language student is in the classroom, the child 
learning English as well as the rest of the children will need some help adapting. This 
activity will help connect all of the children through language. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
1. make labels for objects in the classroom. 
2. name objects in the classroom. 
3. develope sensitivity and empathy towards English as a second language 

children. 

Materials: notecards, marker, language books (for teacher), objects in the classroom 

Procedure: 
I. The teacher will place notecards around the room on objects: desk, clock, 

chair, floor, ceiling, wall, window, door 
2. The students will be asked to tell the teacher on what the notecards are placed. 

The English as a second language child or children will be asked to name the 
objects in their native language. The English as a second language child or 
children and the rest of the class will be learning the names of the objects in a 
new language. This will help benefit the English as a second language child or 
children by labeling the objects in both languages to help the child or children 
learn the English spoken word for objects in the classroom. 

3. The children will be asked periodically to name the objects in both languages as 
part as a classroom activity. 

4. If the teacher would like to expand the language labels, the teacher may find 
pictures of objects and label them in both languages. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. 1. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multicultural Teacbin~· A Handbook of Activities 

Information and Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Blind Walk 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will each experience how a person that is blind might feel. They 
will be able to learn how they can help a person that is blind. 

Objectives: The students will be able to: 
1. explain how they felt when they were blindfolded. 
2. name adaptations that help blind people. 
3. name ways that they could help a blind person. 
4. develop an empathy towards blind people. 

Materials: blindfold (scarf or bandanna), Listen for the Bus' David's Story by 
P. McMahon 

Procedure: 

Source: 

1. The teacher will blindfold each student and lead him or her around the room. 
2. After each child has taken a tum, the teacher will ask the children how they felt 

when they were blindfolded. Expected answers: scared, confused, helpless 
3. The teacher will ask the students what they think it might be like to be blind 

forever. Expected answers: It would be hard to get around. You would need 
someone to help guide you. You would run into things a lot. 

4. The teacher will ask the students what some adaptations there are that help a 
blind person. Expected answers: seeing-eye dog, cane, person to help guide 
them, noises at crosswalks to let them know when to cross 

5. The teacher will ask the students what he or she could do to help a blind 
person. Expected answers: help lead them around, warn them of obstacles 

6. The teacher will ask the students if they know anyone that is blind. The teacher 
will allow students to share experiences if they desire to do so. 

7. The teacher will read Listen for the Blls' David's Story by P. McMahon to the 
class. (Note: The story is about a boy that is blind The story discusses 
adaptations that have been made to help David at school. It also discusses 
the fact that the children do not consider David as being disabled) 

Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multjculu][al TeacbiD~' A Handbook of Actiyities 
Infonnalion and Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



-- Relationships With Older People 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will think about their relationships with "older" people. They will 
develop a new relationship with an "older" person. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
1. name "older" people that he or she knows. 
2. discover that he or she can learn from "older" people. 
3. develop a penpal relationship with an "older" person. 

Materials: contact at a local nursing home, pencils, paper, envelopes, stamps, field trip 
permission slips, Song and Dance Man by Karen Ackerman 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will take the children on a field trip to a local nursing home. The 

children will meet some of the residents and have a chance to interact with 
them. 

2. The teacher will ask the children to name "older" people that they know. 
Expected answers: grandparent, neighbor, family friend, person from the 
nursing home 

3. The teacher will ask for volunteers to tell about their relationships with older 
people. What type of activities do you do together? Does the person ever tell 
you stories about his or her life? 

4. The teacher will ask the children to name some labels that are placed on "older" 
people. Expected answers: senior citizen, retired person, mature, aged, adult 

5. The teacher will tell the students that they are going to make a new friend, by 
writing letters to a person at a nursing home. (Note: The teacher should 
contact a person at the nursing home to get a list of people that would like to 
become a pen pal.) 

6. The children will write letters to the people at the nursing home, and the 
teacher will send them. 

7. The children will share information from their penpalletters if they feel like 
sharing them. 

8. The teacher will read Song and Dance Man by Karen Ackerman. (Note: This' 
book is about a man that demonstrates how he used to work as an entertainer 
by singing and dancing. The man is an older person. Marry children may not 
think that older people can sing and dance and be active. This book can help 
confront stereotypes children may have about older people.) 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). MlIltjculhIral Teachin~' A Handbook of Activities 

Information and Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



Where We Came From 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will explore their family history and share it with the rest of the 
class. The children will learn about each other by learning about their family backgrounds. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
1. write his or her name and a country or state in which a relative or relatives were 

born on a notecard. 
2. discover information about his or her family heritage. 
3. develop an awareness of the diverse family backgrounds within the classroom. 

Materials: large world map, index cards, yam or string, thumbtacks, newsletter 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will send a newsletter home to the parents. The letter will explain 

that the children will be exploring their heritage. The letter will ask parents to 
provide the children with information about where their parents and relatives 
were born. (Note: If a child is adopted, encourage the adoptive parents to 
list their own relatives' birth places unless the child's biological heritage is 
known. The adoptive parents may not be comfortable sharing the child's 
biological information. If a child is in a foster home, encourage the 
guardians to explore their own heritage for the children. A child should not 
be left out of this activity, so provide an adaptation that will accommodate 
each child that may need it) 

2. The teacher should write his or her name on a notecard and place a 
thumbtack on a country or state in which a relative was born. The teacher will 
connect the thumbtack to the notecard and let the notecard hang from the 
map. The teacher will add his or her other notecards to the map, but the first 
notecard will serve as an example for the children. 

3. The children will each write their name on notecards and write the name of a 
country or state that a relative was born in on each individual notecard. 

4. The teacher will attach the notecards to yarn and thumbtack them to the map. 
S. When all the children have finished making their notecards, the teacher will 

ask the students to examine the map and ask them questions about the map. 
What countries have the most thumbtacks? What countries have the least 
amount of thumbtacks? Who had the relative that was born the farthest away 
from us? Who had the relative that was born the closest to us? 

Adapted from: 
http://www.edupJace.comlrdg/gen_act/famiJy/where.htmI 



- Family Recipe Book 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will share a favorite recipe or a special dish from their families or 
cultures. The children will be exchanging something that is unique or special to their 
family or culture. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
1. bring in a recipe from home. 
2. explain why he or she chose the recipe. 
3. understand that the children are sharing part of their culture and/or heritage. 

Materials: notecards, construction paper, markers or crayons 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will give each student a notecard to take home. The students will 

be asked to get a recipe from home to share with the class. They will write the 
recipe on the notecard. (Note: The teacher should send a letter home to the 
parents and ask them to help the children find a recipe. The letter should also 
invite any parent that would like to show how the dish is prepared to the 
classroom. The parents may also send samples to school with the children.) 

- 2. The children will each give the teacher their recipe on the notecard. 

Source: 

3. The teacher will type each recipe and include the child's name on the page with 
the recipe. The teacher will also include any background information about the 
recipe that the parents or student provides. 

4. The teacher will make copies of the recipes for each student. 
S. The students will each decorate a cover page for their recipe book. 
6. Parents may visit the class and show how to prepare recipes. The students may 

bring in samples of the food from the recipe. (Note: The teacher should be 
aware of any allergies that the children have to avoid any health hazards from 
this activity.) 

Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). MultjC!dmraJ Teachjng· A Handbook of Activities 
Information and Resoun;es (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



- Good Apples 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: This lesson will help children understand that people are different in some ways 
and the same in some ways through a concrete example. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
I. list characteristics about his or her apple. 
2. realize that even though people are different they have many things in common. 
3. understand that differences are what make person special and unique. 

Materials: apple for each child, paper, pencils 

Procedure: 
I. The teacher will display apples on a table. 
2. Each student will pick an apple. 
3. The students will examine their apples and look for unique characteristics. The 

teacher will provide the students with examples of unique characteristics. Are 
there any scratches on the apple? What color is the apple? Are there any 
spots on the apple? Is the stem still on the apple? Are there any holes in the 
apple? 

- 4. The students will each make a list of the characteristics found on their apples 
and write them down on a piece of paper. 

5. The teacher will collect the apples and put them on display on the table again. 
6. The students will attempt to find their original apple by looking for the unique 

characteristics that they discovered previously. 
7. The teacher will ask the students questions about finding their original apples. 

Were you able to find your original apple? Was it difficult to find your 
apple? Were there other apples that had the same characteristics as your 
original apple? 

8. The teacher will explain that everyone has unique characteristics that make 
them different from everyone else. 

9. As the children eat their apples, the teacher will ask them if they have any 
unique characteristics that they would like to share with the rest of the class. 

Adapted from: 
http://ofcn.org/cyber.serv/academy/ace/socIcecsstJcecsst074.html 
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My Lifeline 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will share events that they consider important in their lives, The 
children learn about important events in their classmate's lives. The children will discover 
similarities and differences in the events that have occurred in their lives. 

Objectives: Each child will be able to: 
I. draw a lifeline on the sheet of paper. 
2. label events from his or her life on the lifeline. 
3. develop an appreciation ofthe different events that have happened in the lives 

of the other students. 

Materials: legal size white paper, pencils, markers, crayons 

Procedure: 
I. The teacher will ask the students to draw a series of mountains or zigzag lines 

across the sheet of paper. 
2. The teacher will explain that the children are going to make a time line. The 

teacher will explain that a timeline has events on them that happen during a 
certain time period. The timelines the children are going make will be of the 
children's lives. 

3. The teacher will ask the students what they think the tall mountains should 
represent. Expected amwer: They should represent the important events that 
have happened in my life, (Let the children decide for what they want them to 
stand.) 

4. The teacher will ask the students what they think the short mountains should 
represent. Expected answer: They should represent less important events 
that have happened in my life. 

5. The teacher will ask the students what they think the valleys should represent. 
Expected answer: They should represent the bad stuff that have happened in 
my life. 

6. The timelines will be displayed with the permission of each child. 
7. The children will be allowed to tell about their timeline if they would like to do 

so. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, L M. (1999). Multicultural Teachin~' A Handbook of Actiyjties 

Information and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



.- Gender Stereotypes 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: Many people tend to place stereotypes on gender roles. Children often learn 
these stereotypes as well. This activity will provide the children with an awareness of 
gender stereotypes and weaken their beliefs about the stereotypes. 

Objectives: The students will be able to: 
1. state characteristics of males. 
2. state characteristics offemales. 
3. provide examples of gender stereotypes that are not true. 
4. develop an understanding of how stereotyping is not always true. 

Materials: The Paper Bag Princess by Robert N. Munsch 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will ask the children to name characteristics of men. The teacher 

will record the answers on the chalkboard. Expected answers: play sports, fix 
things around the house, go to work, be firemen 

2. The teacher will ask the children to name characteristics of women. The 
teacher will record the answers on the chalkboard. Expected answers: cook 
dinner, go shopping, wear makeup, be nurses 

3. The teacher will choose characteristics from the men category and ask the 
children if women can be or do these things. (Note: The teacher may have to 
provide examples for children on how the opposite gender can have similar 
characteristics.) 

4. The teacher will choose characteristics from the women category and ask the 
children if men can be or do these things. (Note: The teacher may have to 
provide examples for children on how the opposite gender can have similar 
characteristics.) 

5. The teacher will read The Paper Bag Princess by Robert N. Munsch to the 
class. (Note: The story is about a princess that defeats a dragon and rescues 
a prince.) 

6. The teacher will ask the children if the princess fits a woman's stereotype. 
Expected amwer: The students may answer 'yes" since the roles are usually 
reversed The teacher can discuss how the role reversal demonstrates that 
stereotypes are not always accurate. The students may amwer "no" after the 
gender roles discussion. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). MuJtjC!!JturaJ TeacbjDlr A Handbook of Actjyjtjes 

Infonnation and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Gender Stereotypes 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: Many people tend to place stereotypes on gender roles. Children often learn 
these stereotypes as well. This activity will provide the children with an awareness of 
gender stereotypes and weaken their beliefs about the stereotypes. 

Objectives: The students will be able to: 
I. state characteristics of males. 
2. state characteristics of females. 
3. provide examples of gender stereotypes that are not true. 
4. develop an understanding of how stereotyping is not always true. 

Materials: The Paper Bag Princess by Robert N. Munsch 

Procedure: 
I. The teacher will ask the children to name characteristics of men. The teacher 

will record the answers on the chalkboard. Expected answers: play sports, fix 
things around the house, go to work, be firemen 

2. The teacher will ask the children to name characteristics of women. The 
teacher will record the answers on the chalkboard. Expected answers: cook 
dinner, go shopping, wear makeup, be nurses 

3. The teacher will choose characteristics from the men category and ask the 
children if women can be or do these things. (Note: The teacher may have to 
provide examples for children on how the opposite gender can have similar 
characteristics.) 

4. The teacher will choose characteristics from the women category and ask the 
children if men can be or do these things. (Note: The teacher may have to 
provide examples for children on how the opposite gender can have similar 
characteristics.) 

5. The teacher will read The Paper Bag princess by Robert N. Munsch to the 
class. (Note: The story is about a princess that defeats a dragon and rescues 
a prince.) 

6. The teacher will ask the children if the princess fits a woman's stereotype. 
Expected answer: The students may amwer 'yes" since the roles are usually 
reversed The teacher can discuss how the role reversal demonstrates how 
stereotypes are not always accurate. The students may amwer "no" after the 
gender roles discussion. 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). Multjcultural Teacbinl:' A Handbook of Activities 

Information. and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Personality Prints 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The students will list traits that they think represent themselves. The children 
will be recognizing differences that make them unique. 

Objectives: Each student will be able to: 
I. trace his or her hand. 
2. write something that represents him or her on each finger. 
3. recognize that all the students have different characteristics which make them 

special. 

Material: paper, markers, pencils 

Procedure: 

Source: 

1. Each child will trace his or her hand on a piece of paper with a marker. 
2. The teacher will tell the students to write something about themselves on each 

finger. (Note: The teacher should have an example to show the students. 
Some characteristics may include.' favorite activity, favorite color, favorite 
book, name, pet name.) 

3. With the permission of all the students, the teacher will display the hands on the 
wall. 

4. The teacher will invite volunteers to read what they wrote on their handprints. 
5. The teacher will ask the students what they notice about the handprints. Are 

there a lot of traits that are the same? What are some traits that are found on 
one handprint but not the others? What are some common traits found on the 
handprints? 

Tiedt, p. L. & Tiedt, I. M (1999). MvlticuIhual Teacbine' A Handbook of Actiyities 
Information aod Resources (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn aod Bacon. 
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Wheelchair Experiment 

Grade Level: First 

Purpose: The children will experience the difficulties that people that are confined to 
wheelchairs may experience. The children will develop an empathy towards people that 
are confined to wheelchair. 

Objectives: The children will be able to: 
1. state difficulties that people in wheelchairs may experience. 
2. develop an empathy towards people that are confined to wheelchairs. 

Materials: wheelchair, obstacles (such as steps and narrow pathways), Let's Talk About 
It- Extraordinary Friends by Fred Rogers, Our Teacher's in a Wheelchair by Mary Ellen 
Powers 

Procedure: 
1. The teacher will show the children a wheelchair. The teacher will ask the 

students what they think it would be like to be in a wheelchair. Expected 
answers: It would be hard to get around People would have to help you. 
You could not drive. 

2. The teacher will allow each student a chance to sit in the wheelchair and try to 
move themselves. 

3. The teacher will ask the students to try to go through narrow pathways or go 
up a step. The- teache-r will ask the students how they would be able to get 
around these obstacles. 

4. The teacher will ask the students to name some difficulties they had when they 
were trying to move around in the wheelchair. Expected answers: moving the 
wheels, getting through narrow pathways, moving up a step, turning 

5. The teacher will ask the students how they could help a person in a wheelchair. 
Expected answers: help push the person, move objects in the way, get them 
things so they do not have to go get them 

6. The teacher will read Let's Talk About It· Extraordinary Friends by Fred 
Rogers to the class. The teacher will discuss the important information in the 
story. (Note: The book stresses the/act that people in wheelchairs share 
similarities with people that are not in wheelchairs. The book also points out 
that a person should ask if another person wants help be/ore attempting to 
help him or her.) 

7. The teacher will read Our Teacher's in a Wheelchair by Mary Ellen Powers to 
the class. (Note: The book emphasizes how a person can have a normal life 
when they are confined to a wheelchair.) 

Adapted from: 
Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). MultiCIIltural Teaching' A Handbook of Activjties 

Information and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 



Multicultural Book List 
Primary Levd 

African American BQOks 
Folklore 
Bo Rabbit Smart for True' Tall Tales From the Gullah by Priscilla Jaquith 
The Butter Tree' Tales ofBruh Rabbit by Mary E. Lyons 

Poetry and Song 
[n for Winter, Out for Spring by Arnold Adoff 
How Sweet the Sound' Afiican-American Songs for Children by Wade Hudson and 
Cheryl Hudson 
Father and Son by Denize Lauture 
Bmwn Honey and Broomwbeat Tea by Joyce Carol Thomas 

Picture 600ks 
Hard to Be Six by Arnold Adoff 
Where Does the Trail Lead? by Burton Albert 
AWe's Basketball Dream by Barbara E. Barber 
Bigmama's by Donald Crews 
Clean Yoyr Room, Harvey Moon by Pat Cummings 
Grandma's Baseball by Gavin Curtis 
My Steps Sally Derby 
You're My Nikki by Phyllis Rose Eisenberg 
Feast for Ten by Cathryn Falwell 
Knoxville, Tennessee by Nikki Giovanni 
First Pink I,ight by Eloise Greenfield 
Meet Danitra Brown by Nikki Grimes 
Things I Like About Grandma by Francine Haskins 
How Many Stars in the Sky? by Lenny Hort 
Mac & Marie & the Train Toss Surprise by Elizabeth Fitzgerald Howard 
Jamal's Bysy Day by Wade Hudson 
Do Uke KyJa by Angela Johnson 
The Best Bug to Be by Dolores Johnson 
Masai and I by Virginia Kroll 
The Stocy oftbe Three Kingdoms by Walter Dean Myers 
My Mama Sings by Jeanne Whitehouse Peterson 
Dawn and the Round To-It by Irene Smalls 
Jonathan and His Mommy by Irene Smalls-Hector 
StlMe. by John Steptoe 
Down Home at Miss Dessa's by Bettye Stroud 
Two and Too Much by Mildred Pitts Walter 
knny by Beth P. Wilson 



-

-

Nonfiction 
My First Kwanzaa Book by Deborah M. Newton Chocolate 
I Remember ") 2) " by Francine Haskins 
Dear Benjamin Banneker by Andrea Davis Pinkney 
Kwanzaa by A. P. Porter 
The Little Tree C'IfOwjn' in the Shade by Camille Yarbrough 

Asian American Books 
Folklore 
Hoang Breaks the Lucky Teapot by Rosemary K. Breckler 
Halmoni and the picnic by Sook Nyul Choi 
How My Parents Learned to Eat by Ina Friedman 
Sayonara, Mrs Kackleman by Maira Kalman 

Nonfiction 
Konnichiwa l · I Am a Japanese-American Girl by Tricia Brown 
Hoang Anh· A Vietnamese-American Boy by Diane Hoyt-Goldsmith 

Latino Books 
Folklore 
Perez and Martina· A Puerto Rican FolktalelPerez y Martina by Pura Belpre 
Dona Blanca and Other Hispanic Nursery Rhymes and Games by Isabel Schon 

Poetry and Song 
The Desert Is My MotherlEl Deierto es mj madre by Pat Mora 
The Tamadndo Puppy and Other Poems by Charlotte Pomerantz 

Picture Books 
HairslPelitos by Sandra Cisneros 
Yagua Days by Martel Cruz 
Abuela by Arthur Dorros 
Treasure Nap by Juanita Havill 
A Birthday Basket for Tia by Pat Mora 
Abuelita's ParadiselEl Paraiso de Abuelita by Carmen Santiago Nodar 
Con Mi Hermano/With My Brother by Eileen Roe 
Bonesy and Isabel by Michael Rosen 
Esmeralda and the Pet Parade by Cecile Schoberle 

Natiye American Books 
Folklore 
Ma'ii and Cousin Horned Toad· A Traditional Navajo Story by Shonto Begay 
Doctor CQy01:e· A Native American Aesop's Fables by John Bierhorst 
The Story of the Milky Way· A Cherokee Tale by Joseph Bmchac and Gayle Ross 
How Raven Brought Light to People by Ann Dixon 



--, How Chipmunk Got Tiny Feet- Native American Animal Origin Stories by Gerald 
Hausman 
The Turkey Girl- A Zuni Cinderella Story by Penny Pollock 
Dragonfly's Tale by Kristina Rodnas 

Poetry and Song 
Northern Lullaby by Nancy White Carlstrom 
Giving Thanh A Native American Good Morning Message by Chief Jake Swamp 
Northwoods Cradle Song; From a Menominee Lullaby by Douglas Wood 

Picture Books 
Very Last First Time by Jan Andrews 
On Mother's Lap by Ann Herbert Scott 

Nonfiction 
This Land is My Land by George Littlechild 
Navajo ABC Luci Tapahonso and Eleanor Schick 

International Books 
Poetry and S&ng 
No Hickory, No Dickory, No Dock by John Agard and Grace Nichols (Caribbean) 
Caribbean Carnival- Songs-ofthe West Indies by Irving Burgie (Caribbean) 
Caribbean Canvas by Fane Lessac (Caribbean) 
De Colores- And Other Latin-American Folk Songs for Children by Jose-Luis Orozco 
(Latin America) 
The House That lack Built by Jenny Stow (Caribbean) 

Picture Books 
Cleyersticks by Bernard Ashley (Britain/China) 
Cherry Tree by Ruskin Bond (India) 
On the Pampas by Maria Cristina Brusca (Argentina) 
Chicken Man by Michelle Edwards (Israel) 
Possnm Magic by Mem Fox (Australia) 
Osa's Pride by Ann Grifalconi (Cameroon) 
Saturday Market by Patricia Grossman (Mexico) 
AId and the Fox by Akiko Hayashi (Japan) 
The Day of Ahmed's Secret by Florence Parry Heide and Judith Heide Gilliland (Egypt) 
The Cherry Tree by Daisaku Ikeda, translated by Geraldine McCaugbrean (Japan) 
At the Crossroads by Rachel Isadora (Africa) 
Lorenzo, the Naughty Parrot hy Tony Johnston (Mexico) 
An Island Christmas by Lynn Joseph (Caribbean) 
Grandfather's Dream by Holly Keller (Vietnam) 
Maria Molina and the Days of the Dead by Kathleen Krull (Mexico) 

- Our Home Is the Sea by Riki Levinson (Hong Kong) 



Emerald Blue by Anne Marie Linden (Barbados) 
Somewhere in Africa by Ingrid Mennen and Niki Daly (South Africa) 
The Girl Who loved Caterpillars· A Twelfth-Century Tale From Japan by Jean Merrill 
(Japan) 
Big Boy by Tololwa M. Mollel (TanzanialMasai) 
The Hundredth Name by Shulamith Levy Oppenheim (Egypt) 
My Grandpa and the Sea by Katherine Orr (Caribbean) 
A Christmas Surprise for Chabelita by Argentina Palacios (Panama) 
The Chalk Doll by Charlotte Pomerantz (Jamaica) 
Charlie's House by Reviva Schermbrucker (South Africa) 
Armien's Fishing Trip by Catherine Stock (South Africa) 
Galimoto by Karen Lynn Williams ( South AfricaIMalawi) 
The Great Adventure ofWo Ti by Nathan Zimelman (China) 

Nonfiction 
The Pinata MakerlEl Pinatero by George Ancona (Mexico) 
Pablo Recuerda· La Fiesta del Dia de Los Muertos by Jorge Ancona Diaz (Mexico) 
My Mexico--Mexico Mio by Tony Johnston (Mexico) 
1 mo, Dos, Tres· One, Two, Three by Pat Mora (Mexico) 
A is for Africa by Ifeoma Onyefulu (Nigeria) 

Books That Celebrate Similarities And Differences 
Eyerybody Has FeelingslIodos Tenemos Sentimientos by Charles E. Avery 
Where I Come From l Songs and Poems From Many Cultures by Victor Cockburn and 
Judith Steinberg 
Animal Lingo by Pam Conrad 
The Keys to My Kingdom· A poem in Three Languages by Lydia Dabovich 
Everybody Cooks Rice by Norah Dooley 
This Is My House by Arthur Dorros 
Table Chair Bear· A Book in Many Languages by Jane Feder 
Daddies by Adele Aron Greenspun 
A Country Far Away by Nigel Gray 
All the Colors of the Earth by Sheila Hmanaka 
Hats otrto Hair l by Virginia Kroll 
Christmas Around the World by Mary D. Lankford 
Market I by Ted Lewin 
Away From Home by Anita Lobel 
My First ABC by Debbie MacKinnon 
Houses and Homes by Ann Morris 
Bein' With You This Way by W Nikola-Lisa 
In Had a Palca· Poems in Eleven Languages by Charlotte Pomerantz 
How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World by MaIjorie Priceman 
Dumpling Soup by Jama Kim Rattigan 

- Eru:l:s. by Shelley Rotner and Ken Kreisler 



-, One Hundred Is a Family by Pam Munoz Ryan 

-

What's Your Name? From Ariel to Zoe by Eve Sanders 
Somewhere in the World Right Now by Stacey Schuett 
Somos un Arco lrislWe Are a Rainbow by Nancy Maria Grande Tabor 
Subway Sparrow by Leyla Torres 

Family Books 
Picture Books 
Grandparents 
Song and Dance Man by Karen Ackerman 
Stina by Lena Anderson 
Abuela by Arthur Dorros 
How Does It Feel to Be Old? by Norma Farber 
patchwork Quilt by Valerie Flournoy 
Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partidge by Mem Fox 
Grandaddy's Place by Helen V Griffith 
Papa Tells Chita a Story by Elizabeth Fitzgerald Howard 
When I Am Old With You by Angela Johnson 
We Hate Rain' by James Stevenson 
Kevin's Grandma by Barbara Williams 

Siblings 
The Tunnel by Anthony Browne 
Has Anyone Here Seen William? by Bob Graham 
Julius, the Baby of the World by Kevin Henkes 
Very Worst Monster by Pat Hutchins 
Where Do Babies Come From? by Margaret Shehffie1d 
Max's Chocolate Chicken by Rosemary Wells 
"More More More," Said the Baby by Vera R Williams 
Oh, Brother by Arthur Y orinks 

Parents and Family as a Unit 
The Mother's Day Mice by Eve Bunting 
Piggybook by Anthony Browne 
Horace by Holly Keller 
Tucking Mommy In by Morag Loh 
Emma's Vacation by David McPhail 
Mrs Pig Gets Cross' And Other Stories by Mary Rayner 
On Mother's Lap by Ann Herbert Scott 
Spink)' Sulks by William Steig 
On a Hot, Hot Day by Nicki Weiss 
The Mother's Day Sandwich by Jillian Wynott 



Family Relationships 
Harry and Arney by Judith Caseley 
Just Like My Dad by Tricia Gardella 
Grandaddy and Janetta by Helen V. Griffith 
Clean House by Jessie Haas 
Nannies for Hire by Amy Hest 
Blackberries in the Dark by Mavis Jukes 
Harry and Tuck by Holly Keller 
Blue Claws by Walter Lyon Krudop 
Jess Was the Brave One by Jean Little 
Grandma's at Bat by Emily Arnold McCully 
Trade-In Mother by Marisabina Russo 
Two Girls in Sister Dresses by Jean Van Leeuwen 
Alexander, Who's Not (Do You Hear Me? I Mean ltI) Going to Move by Judith Viorst 
Partners by Karen Waggoner 

Family Heritage Books 
My Grandmother's Journey by John Cech 
Chang's Pjij)er pony by Eleanor Coerr 
The King of Prussia and a Peanut Butter Sandwich by Alice Fleming 
Ox-Cart Man by Donald Hall 
The Quilt Story by Tony Johnston 
Hannah's Farm' The Seasons on an Early American Homestead by Michael McCurdy 
The Keeping Quilt by Patricia Polacco 
Cornrows by Camille Yarbrough 

Family Arrangement Books 
Lavender by Karen Hess 
A Song for 1 Jncle Harry by David Kherdian 
Sam by Anne Herbert Scott 
Cornrows by Camille Yarbrough 
Everett Anderson's Nine Months I,oog by Lucille Clifton 
Families are Different by Nina Pellegrini 
Is That Vour Sister? A True Story of Adoption by Catherine Bunin and Sherry Bumn 
Daddy by Jeanette Franklin Caines 
A Forever Family by Roslyn Banish 
Alii son by Allen Say 
Oyer the Moon by Karen Katz 

Ededy Books 
The Song and Dance Man by Karen Ackerman 
The Wednesday Surprise by Eve Bunting 
Dear Annie by Judith Caseley 

- BigMama's by Donald Crews 



-
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Abuela by Arthur Dorros 
C'Tfarmie Jus' Cornel by Ana Sisnett 
Down Home at Miss Dessa's by Bettye Stroud 
Wilfred Gordon McDonld Partridge by Mem Fox 
My Great-Aunt Arizona by Gloria Houston 
Ba-Nam by Jeanne Lee 
Abuelita's Paradise by Carmen Santiago Nodar 
Mrs Katz and Tush by Patricia Polacco 

People with Special Needs Books 
My Friend Jacob by Lucille Clifton 
Howie Helps Himselfby Joan Fassler 
He's My Brother by Joe Lasker 
Alef-Bet by Michelle Edwards 
Bringing Nettie Back by Nancy Hope Wilson 
Mom's Best Friend by Sally H. Alexander 
How It Feels to Live with a Physical Disability by Jill Krementz 
Andy and His Yellow Frisbee by M. Thompson 
Listen for the Bus· David's Story by P. McMahon 
Be Good to Eddie Lee by V. Fleming 
Veronica's First Year by 1. S. Rheingrover 
Mary Marony Hides Qut by S. Kline 
Qur Teacher's in a Wheelchair by Mary Ellen Powers 
Let's Talk About It- Extraordinary Friends by Fred Rogers 
Rolling Along· The Story ofTayJor and His Wheelchair by Jamee Riggio Heelan 

Resources 

Cullinan, B. E. & GaJda L. (1998). Literature and the Child. (Fourth Edition). 
New York: Harcourt Brace College Publisher. 

Tiedt, P. L. & Tiedt, I. M. (1999). MultiC!!ltural Teaching· A Handbook of 
Activities, Information, and Resources. (Fifth Edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon . 
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"mducation holds the promise 
of teaching us how to co-exist 

peaceably in this giant 
multiculture. Teachers have a 

significant role to play in 
guiding children in all levels to 
recognize and respect diversity 

as they interact with other 
people in and out of school" 
(Tiedt & Tiedt, 1999, p. 1). 
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